We bought a Zoo
Similar to tic-tac-toe, you must complete
three tasks to create a line. Your line can go
diagonally, horizontally or vertically but must
appear next to each other.

Write a letter from Benjamin or
Kelly to the zoo inspector
outlining the action you intend
to take in order to pass the
upcoming inspection. Consider
your audience and the purpose
of this letter.

Make a multi-level mind map
that considers the best way to
let people know that the zoo is
opening again.

Pretending you are Benjamin,
write up a “To Do” list to get the
zoo ready for reopening. Be
specific in the task list, outlining
the steps required to complete
each task.

List the short, medium and long
term goals for Benjamin Mee
once he has purchased
Rosemoor Animal Adventure.
Identify which of these are
personal or organizational
goals.

Write a short news story for the
Rosemoor Times informing the
readers about the grand reopening. Consider the things
the news might feature as
interesting to consumers and
reporting on the responsibility
of the zoo.

Make a Pro/Con list for buying
the zoo. Think about the
reasons Benjamin did buy the
zoo, as well as all the reasons he
had to not buy it.

Design and create a poster to
advertise for the zoo reopening.
Remember to consider the
target consumers for the zoo.
Write 3-4 sentences explaining
the design choices you’ve made.

Write a plan of things the
Rosemoor Animal Adventure
will need to do in the few days
after the opening. Think about
their next set of goals, and how
they will continue to achieve
them.

Write a transcript from a radio
interview between Dylan and
Rosemoor Radio. Think about
the questions he/she will ask
Dylan to get the right
information for the listeners
and about the information
Dylan needs to talk about
during the interview.
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